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About
➔ TED is a nonprofit devoted to spreading ideas in the form of short, powerful talks.
TED began in 1984 as a conference where Technology, Entertainment and Design
converged, and today covers almost all topics in more than 100 languages.
➔ TEDx events are local, independently organized gatherings featuring live, TED talks
that give individuals and their communities the opportunity to stimulate dialogue.
➔ TEDxFoggyBottom is a thematic experience conceived and coordinated by a team of
undergraduates at The George Washington University in Washington, D.C. Every year,
we welcome 20 speakers, and over 1,500 attendees to Lisner Auditorium so that they
can create, converse, and connect with one another.
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Logistics
➔ TEDxFoggyBottom 2018 will be a full day event on Saturday, April 14, 2018 on the
campus of the The George Washington University in Foggy Bottom. Our main
program is held in Lisner Auditorium and is organized into 4 thematic sessions, each
featuring approximately 5 presentations and lasting 90 minutes.
◆ Between each session, we invite attendees to participate in our Interactive
Exhibits, which serve as extensions of our theme and our speakers’ talks. Our
exhibits are held in the Marvin Center, across the street from Lisner Auditorium.
◆ At noon, we welcome attendees to grab lunch and refreshments at one of our
restaurant partners on campus and throughout the Foggy Bottom neighborhood.
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Growth
We’re proud to be one of the largest, student-run TEDx organizations in the world. Each
year, for the past 6 years, we’ve invited more people into the TEDxFoggyBottom family,
creating experiences for thousands to enjoy — and for millions more online.

As Seen On:
Since 2012:
6000+ Attendees
97 Speakers
3.3 million YouTube
views
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Theme
➔ As a potential TEDxFoggyBottom partner, you are among the first to know our
2018 theme: “Fear Itself”
➔ We are looking to re-examine the concept of fear and present talks which cast it
in different lights: as a hindrance, a motivator, a biological response, a source of
entertainment, and even as an immovable given.
Here are some of our past themes:
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Opportunities
➔ We offer a variety of opportunities to partner with TEDxFoggyBottom. Traditionally,
our partnerships fall into one of the following five categories.

FINANCIAL
monetary contributions that fund our nonprofit expenses, like speaker travel

IN-KIND

SERVICES

promotional materials for attendees:
pens, gift cards for attendee gift bags

interactive exhibits:
large scale extensions of our theme for
attendees to interact with during break

catering services for our hard-working
team, volunteers and speakers
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technical services:
audio/visual equipment for our videos

Benefits
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Examples
➔ Getaround is the primary governing body for all GW students whose responsibility is t
online car sharing service that allows drivers to rent cars from private owners.
◆ Contributed $2,500 dollars towards event expenses.
➔ Honest Tea is a fast casual restaurant chain started in DC that serves simple,
creates and promotes healthy organic beverages.
◆ Contributed 1,300 teas for our attendees to enjoy.
➔ SoulCycle I
s a new type of fitness company with studios on and around
c
fitness company offering indoor cycling classes
◆ Contributed 1,300 passes for attendees to have a free experience.
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Expenses
➔ If you're looking for a concrete way to impact the event, these are some examples of
areas that need assistance!
➔ Name Tagss the primary governing body for all GW students whose responsibility is t
Cost- $1,100
◆ Made for every attendee to create a personal experience
➔ Flights and Trains and Hotels a fast casual restaurant chain started in DC that
serveCost- $2,152
◆ Allow for any speaker with ideas worth spreading to come to Foggy Bottom
➔ T-shirts for Team and Volunteers I
compaCost-$855

s a new type of fitness

◆ Used to market our event and as a way for attendees to identify assistance
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Connect
Have any questions? Interested in a partnership? Let’s chat.

Amanda Menas and Pasha Vafaee, Co-Curators
amanda@tedxfoggybottom.com
pasha@tedxfoggybottom.com

Paulina Smolinski, Community Director
community@tedxfoggybottom.com
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